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Travel back in time to the lost world of the dinosaurs!
Race to be the first player to find all the prehistoric items

on your board in this fun memory game.

 

•  4 double-sided jigged boards  •  24 item cards

Dinosaur LottoDinosaur Lotto

Learn about
the dinosaurs

in this game by
downloading these

FREE fact sheets
from our website.

              For FREE printable 
     activities including 
  colouring sheets, tasty 
recipes and craft ideas 
visit ‘Things To Do’ at:  
     www.orchardtoys.com
     /thingstodo

The youngest
player starts.

Turn over a card
from the table.

Pick a card1Setting up the game Each player pieces together a board. In this game use the 
side of the board which shows the items to match to.

Spread the
item cards
face down
on the table.

No match3
If the item on the card does not 
match a picture on your board, 
show the card to the other players 
and return it face down to the 
table.
 

Play passes to the next player.

If the item on the card is shown on
your board, place the card over the
matching picture.

Play passes to the next player.

Is the item on your board?2

For older players and a more
challenging game, turn the
boards over and match the
item cards to the dinosaur
scenes.

N.B. To play with
mixed ages and abilities
the dinosaur boards can
be used either way up.

For older players

The winner is the
first player to fill
their board with
all six matching
item cards.

The winner!4
Dinosaur Lotto Dinosaur Lotto

More fun!More fun!

Instructions

For fun activities and to view our full range, visit:

www.orchardtoys.com
©2017 Orchard Toys Ltd. Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 9SB, England

Ref: 036 Made in England
Please retain this information for future reference.

Orchard Toys have been supporting parents and children for over 
40 years. We create colourfully illustrated, quality, educational 

games and jigsaws which have been designed, tested and 
manufactured in Britain.

Working with teachers, nursery professionals and children, we 
ensure that every game and jigsaw we make enhances             

learning and development.

We pay attention to the little details and keep testing until we     
get it right! This means that when your child is playing an   

Orchard Toys game or piecing together one of our
jigsaw puzzles you can rest assured that they are

learning whilst having fun!

The winner
is the first
player to fill
their board.

Choose a 
dinosaur board
then turn over
a card.

If your card 
matches, keep it.
If not, return it
to the table.

Quick Start

Dinosaur Facts
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Styracosaurus
Pronounced:sty-RAK-oh-sore-usMeaning:

spiked lizard
Diet:
plants
Height:
1.8 metres

ParasaurolophusPronounced:pa-ra-saw-ROL-off-usMeaning:
like crested lizard
Diet:
leaves, pine needlesHeight:

4 metres

Velociraptor
Pronounced:vel-OSS-ee-rap-torMeaning:

quick plunderer
Diet:
meat
Height:
1 metre

Spinosaurus
Pronounced:SPINE-oh-SORE-usMeaning:

thorn lizard
Diet:
fish, meat
Height:
6 metres

Tyrannosaurus
Pronounced:tie-RAN-oh-sore-usMeaning:

tyrant lizard
Diet:
meat
Height:
5 metres

Late Cretaceous Period 101 - 66 million years ago

Pteranodon
Pronounced:teh-RAN-oh-don

Meaning:
toothless wing
Diet:
fish
Height:
1.8 metres

Triceratops
Pronounced:tri-SERRA-tops

Meaning:
three-horned face
Diet:
palm leaves
Height:
3 metres

Travel back in time to the lostworld of the dinosaurs!
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* All heights are approximate
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Liopleurodon

Pronounced:

lee-oh-PLOOR-oh-don

Meaning:

smooth-sided tooth

Diet:
meat, fish

Height:
3 metres

Stegosaurus

Pronounced:

STEG-oh-SORE-us

Meaning:

roof lizard

Diet:
plants

Height:
3 metres

Allosaurus

Pronounced:

AL-oh-saw-russ

Meaning:

other lizard

Diet:
meat

Height:
5 metres

Diplodocus

Pronounced:

DIP-low-DOCK-us

Meaning:

double beam

Diet:
leaves, plants

Height:
12 metres

Archaeopteryx

Pronounced:

ark-ee-OPT-er-ix

Meaning:

ancient wing

Diet:
meat

Height:
0.25 metres

Supersaurus

Pronounced:
sue-per-SORE-us

Meaning:
super lizard

Diet:
leaves, plants

Height:
17 metres

Gastonia

Pronounced:
gas-toh-nee-ah

Named after:

Robert Gaston

Diet:
plants

Height:
3 metres

Deinonychus

Pronounced:
die-NON-i-kuss

Meaning:
terrible claw

Diet:
meat

Height:
1.5 metres

Giganotosaurus

Pronounced:
gig-an-OH-toe-SORE-us

Meaning:
giant southern lizard

Diet:
meat

Height:
6 metres

Early Cretaceous Period 145 - 101 million years ago

Late Jurassic Period 164 - 145 million years ago

Dinosaur Facts
Travel back in time to the lost

world of the dinosaurs!


